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Abstract 
Plumes are those flows produced by a constant source of buoyancy m a body of fluid 
There are substantial number of studies on plumes in the laboratory frame of reference, however, 
those in rotating flmds are very hmted The present study explores the flow resulting from a 
h e  source of buoyancy embedded in a rotating flmd 
There is no previous systematic study of a two dimensional plume m a rotating fluid 
Therefore the present study is exploratory in nature, and ams at understanding the flow be- 
haviour over a wide range of rotation and heating rates Dimensional analysls suggests that 
Rossby number and Reynolds number, both based on convective velocity scale, are ~mportant 
in t h s  problem The flow visual~zation IS the mam tool of investigation A method based on 
pH sensitive dye (fluorescene sodrum) and laser fluorescene technique has been used to obtam 
sections of the flow 
The plume m the rotating flmd has many features not observed in ordmary plumes For 
example, the flow can be turbulent even just one diameter above the source 
It is found that for Rossby numbers (&) less than 0 22 the plume near the source is in the 
form of vortex tubes The flow develops large vortices for 0 22< & < 0 66 and beyond & > 0 66 
there is no vortex rollup and flow IS a mildly oscillating hne over the heating element Also, the 
horizontal extent of the plume can be several tunes the diameter of the heat~ng element at one 
dmneter above the heater It is also found that the plume wdth shows a non-hear variation 
w~th  he~ght 
